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We study a class of minisuperspace models consisting of a homogeneous isotropic universe with a
minimally coupled homogeneous scalar field with a potential ct cosh{2')+P sinh{2$), where a and P
are arbitrary parameters. This includes the case of a pure exponential potential exp{2$), which
arises in the dimensional reduction to four dimensions of five-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory.
We study the classical Lorentzian solutions for the model and find that they exhibit exponential or
power-law inflation. We show that the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for this model is exactly soluble.
Concentrating on the two particular cases of potentials cosh(2$) and exp{2$), we consider the Eu-
clidean minisuperspace path integral for a propagation amplitude between fixed scale factors and
scalar-field configurations. In the gauge N=O (where N is the rescaled lapse function), the path in-
tegral reduces, after some essentially trivial functional integrations, to a single nontrivial ordinary
integral over N. Because the Euclidean action is unbounded from below, N must be integrated
along a complex contour for convergence. We find all possible complex contours which lead to
solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation or Green's functions of the Wheeler-DeWitt operator,
and we give an approximate evaluation of the integral along these contours, using the method of
steepest descents. The steepest-descent contours may be dominated by saddle points corresponding
to exact solutions to the full Einstein-scalar equations which may be real Euclidean, real Lorentzian,
or complex. We elucidate the conditions under which each of these different types of solution arise.
For the exp{2$) potential, we evaluate the path integral exactly. Although we cannot evaluate the
path integral in closed form for the cosh{2$) potential, we show that for particular X contours the
amplitude may be written as a given superposition of exact solutions to the Wheeler-DeWitt equa-
tion. By choosing certain initial data for the path-integral amplitude we obtain the amplitude
specified by the "no-boundary" proposal of Hartle and Hawking. We discuss the nature of the
geometries corresponding to the saddle points of the no-boundary amplitude. We identify the set of
classical solutions this proposal picks out in the classical limit.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most studies in quantum cosmology concentrate on the
Dirac quantization procedure, in which the wave func-
tion of the universe is found by solving the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation and momentum constraints
&'0=0, &,4'=0 .
Here, %[h,",Q, X] is the wave function for a compact
three-surface X on which the three-metric is h;. and the
matter-field configuration is P (Refs. 1 and 2). A more
general and powerful tool for calculating the wave func-
tion is the path integral, in terms of which the wave func-
tion may be written
0'[h;, P, X]=f2)g„2N&exp( I [g„] I [g„,@]),— —
(1.2)
where I [g„,4&] is a matter action and I [g„„]is the Eu-
clidean Einstein-Hilbert action for gravity:
I [g„]= f d4x g'~~( —R +2A)1
1 dxh' K8~6 am (1.3)
The integral is taken over a certain class of metrics g„
hand matter fields N, and over some class of manifolds M
with boundary BM, such that X is part of BM, and such
that g„, and 4& induce h; and P on X. To make an ex-
pression such as (1.2) well defined, it is necessary to intro-
duce the usual gauge-fixing machinery, but also, because
the action (1.3) is unbounded from below on real four-
metrics, it is necessary to choose a suitable complex con-
tour. ' Once these things are done, it may be shown
that wave functions defined by (1.2) satisfy the constraint
equations (1.1)."
The path integral (1.2) is generally a technically more
difficult tool to work with than the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation, and it is perhaps for this reason that it has re-
ceived less attention than the constraints (1.1). There are,
however, at least two reasons why it is of interest to study
the path-integral representation of the wave function.
First, it is more general than the canonical quantization
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procedure in that it may be used to construct amplitudes
more general than wave functions, and also that it does
not necessarily require a notion of time. ' Secondly, cer-
tain boundary-condition proposals for the wave function
of the Universe are given in path-integral form. In par-
ticular, the "no-boundary" proposal of Hartle and Hawk-
ing' ' is defined by taking the class of manifolds in (1.2)
to be compact manifolds M whose only boundary is X,
i.e., 8M=X. Certain forms of the "tunneling" proposal
of Linde and of Vilenkin are also given in path-integral
form. ' '
Because of the considerable difficulties attending the
full field-theoretic expressions of the form (1.1) and (1.2),
much attention in quantum cosmology has been lavished
on so-called minisuperspace models. ' These are models
in which the metric and matter fields are severely restrict-
ed so that they depend only on a finite number of func-
tions of one variable. Typically, one restricts the (Eu-
clidean) four-metric to be of the form
ds =N (r)dr +h;~dx'dx~, (1.4)
where N is the lapse function, and the three-metric h; is
restricted in such a way that it depends on a finite num-
ber of functions of r, q (r), say, where a=1, . . . , n.
With these restrictions, the action (1.3) will then typically
be of the form
I [q(r)]= J drN f 13q q~+U(q)1o
Here we have used the freedom to shift ~ and rescale N to
set the initial and final values of ~ to be 0 and 1, respec-
tively. f &(q) is the metric on minisuperspace and has
indefinite signature [one minus sign and (n —1) plus
signs]. An action of the form (1.5) will also be obtained
if, as is often convenient, the lapse function is rescaled by
some function of the three-metric h,". Equation (1.5) has
the form of the action for a relativistic point article with
spacetime-dependent mass squared U(q) moving in a
curved n-dimensional spacetime with metric f &
In Ref. 11, it was shown that the path-integral con-
struction for the propagation amplitude between fixed in-
itial and final q for systems described by an action of the
form (I.S) is, in the gauge N=O,
G(q "Iq ')= fdN(q , NIq', O"& . (1.6)
The integrand of (1.6) is an ordinary quantum-
mechanical propagator between fixed q in fixed time N:
(q, N q, O) = Jl)q exp [ —I [q(z)]] . (1.7)
Because the action 1 is not bounded from below, it is
necessary to integrate q (r) and N along complex con-
tours. The range of the N contour turns out to be of
significance. If the N contour is taken to be of infinite
length, or closed, then, using the fact that (1.7) satisfies
the (Euclidean) Schrodinger equation, one may show that
(1.6) is a solution to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation.
H G(q Iq )=[——,'V +gn+U(q)]G(q Iq )=0.
(1.8)
V(P) =a cosh(2$)+/3sinh(2$), (1.9)
where a and P are arbitrary parameters, and the (dimen-
sionless) field P is related to the standard scalar field @by
P=(4mG/3)' 4. We will show that the minisuperspace
path integral can be evaluated exactly, or almost exactly
(depending on the values of a and /3, and on the precise
amplitude one is interested in).
The class of potentials (1.9) is not entirely without
physical content. For large I/I, V(P) —exp(+2/). Pure
exponential potentials of this type are known to lead to
power-law inflation. Furthermore, a potential of ex-
actly the form exp (2$) arises in the dimensional reduc-
tion to four dimensions of five-dimensional pure gravity
Here, V and R are the Laplacian and curvature scalar in
the metric f & and the coefficient g is chosen to be the
conformal coupling. " ' ' These choices of operator or-
dering guarantee invariance under field redefinitions of
the q and rescalings of the lapse function N. If the N
contour is taken to be of half-infinite length, with one of
the endpoints N=O, then (1.7) is a Green's function of the
Wheeler-l3eWitt operator; i.e., one obtains a 6 function
on the right-hand side of (1.8).
Given the explicit path integral for minisuperspace,
Eq. (1.6), it becomes desirable, as in ordinary quantum
mechanics, to build up a repertoire of models for which
the path integral can be evaluated exactly, or at least al-
most exactly. Because of the form of (1.6), this clearly be-
comes an issue of finding those minisuperspace models
which, with a suitable choice of variables, have an action
belonging to the well-known class of models for which
the ordinary quantum-mechanical propagator (1.7) may
be evaluated exactly. For then the propagation ampli-
tude (1.6) is obtained by a single ordinary integral over N,
which, with a bit of luck, may be evaluated exactly, or, if
this is not possible, evaluated approximately using the
method of steepest descents.
A number of such models have recently been found.
Reference 6 considered the de Sitter minisuperspace
model, a one-dimensional homogeneous isotropic model
described by a single scale factor. Some anisotropic mod-
els with two scale factors were studied in Ref. 8. A
homogeneous isotropic model with a massless scalar field,
in 2+1 dimensions, was considered in Ref. 10. This
model is of interest in relation to wormholes. Models
with conformal scalar fields are also exactly soluble.
Some Bianchi type-I models, but with a different type of
gauge fixing than in (1.6), were considered in Ref. 23.
The purpose of the present paper is to study a class of
homogeneous isotropic minisuperspace models with a
minimally coupled scalar field matter source in which the
potential is such that the path integral may be solved ex-
actly, or almost exactly. The minisuperspace will, there-
fore, be two dimensional, described by a scale factor a
and scalar field (t. Unfortunately, the most interesting
potentials from the cosmological point of view, such as
chaotic inAation potentials or the Coleman-Weinberg po-
tential, do not generally lead to models that can be solved
exactly, even at the classical level. Here, however, we
will study the class of models for which the scalar field
potential is
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Kaluza-Klein theory ' with cosmological constant. Al-
though the interest of this paper is somewhat mathemati-
cal, we shall restrict to ranges of a and /3 in (1.9) that are
reasonably physical. In particular, we restrict a and /3 to
be such that a) 0 and a)
~/3~, so that the potential is
bounded from below. Although we can solve the model
for any a and /3, for convenience we will consider only
the two cases a=/3, for which V(P)=a exp(2$), and
/3=0, for which V(P) =a cosh(2$). All other cases satis-
fying the above restrictions are qualitatively the same as
one of these two special cases and can, in fact, be
transformed into these cases by simple field redefinitions.
There are unfortunately no values of ct and /3 for which
V(P) is both bounded from below and has its minimum at
zero.
The case of the cosh(2$) potential is closely related to
the de Sitter minisuperspace model studied in Ref. 6,
which consisted of a homogeneous isotropic model with
no scalar field but with a cosmological constant. In fact,
it reduces to it precisely if P is set to zero. We will find in
what follows that the analysis is similar, but of perhaps
greater interest for the following reason. The de Sitter
model could be criticized on the grounds of not possess-
ing any true dynamics in that, because the theory is a
parametrized theory and the single variable describing it,
the scale factor, is not really dynamical but is "time. "
This model improves the situation in that the inclusion of
a scalar field leads to nontrivial dynamical content.
We begin in Sec. II by describing the model. We write
down the Wheeler-DeWitt equation and show that exact
solutions exist. In Sec. III we describe the properties of
the classical Lorentzian solutions. In Sec. IV we consider
the path integral between fixed a and P. It readily
reduces to a single ordinary integral over the lapse func-
tion 1V. We are not, in fact, able to evaluate the integral
exactly for general values of ct and /3, so we perform a
steepest-descent analysis. We begin by finding the saddle
points of the N integral. These correspond to exact solu-
tions to the full Einstein-scalar field equations, satisfying
the boundary conditions implied by the path integral.
These exact solutions may be real Euclidean, real
Lorentzian, or complex, depending on the relative loca-
tion in minisuperspace of the initial and final points of
the boundary-value problem. We construct a series of
pictures showing the conditions under which each of
these different types of solutions arise.
In Sec. V, we find the steepest-descent contours passing
through the saddle points, and evaluate the integral ap-
proximately along various contours of interest. We also
show that the integral may be written as a weighted in-
tegral over Airy functions. We evaluate the amplitude
exactly for the case of the exp(2$) potential.
In Sec. VI we attempt to implement the no-boundary
proposal of Hartle and Hawking. We discuss the initial
conditions implied for the propagation amplitude. We
find the no-boundary wave function to at least leading or-
der in the saddle-point approximation. We discuss the
nature of the geometries and matter-field configurations
corresponding to the saddle points in the no-boundary
amplitude. We identify the regions of configuration
space in which the no-boundary wave function is oscilla-
tory, thereby predicting classical spacetime, and we dis-
cuss the nature of the classical Lorentzian solutions
picked out by this proposal. We summarize and con-
clude in Sec. VII.
II. THE SCALAR-FIELD MODELS
We will take the gravitational part of the action for the
model to be the Einstein-Hilbert action with a boundary
term (1.3). We restrict the Euclidean metric to be homo-
geneous and isotropic, of the form
$$ =g / +a (r)dIId7
a (r) (2.1)
where 0. =2G/3~ and dA& is the metric on the unit
three-sphere. The unconventional lapse rescaling in (2.1)
simplifies the algebra. As mentioned in the previous sec-
tion, the quantization procedure is insensitive to such re-
scalings if the operator ordering in the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation is appropriately chosen. " ' ' For the matter
source we take a minimally coupled scalar field N with
potential V(C&), with Euclidean action
I =
—,
' Id x g' [g" B„4B,4+ V(C&) j .
We restrict N to be homogeneous. Writing
4=(2~ o ) ' (t(t)
(2.2)
and
V(&b)=(2~ o ) 'V(P),
the total Euclidean action for the model in terms of a and
P is
I=
—,
' d~S —
q
+
q
+a V —1 . 23
Even for the simplest choices of potential V(P), this sys-
tem is generally very difficult, if not impossible, to solve
exactly, even at the classical level. The following change
of variables turns out to be very useful. Let
x =a cosh(2$), y =a sinh(2$) .
The action (2.3) then simplifies to
(2.4)
(2.5)
for any c. This means that f must be of the formf (x,y) =xg(x/y), where g is an arbitrary function. One
of the simplest examples of a function of this form isf =ax +/3y, for which the system described by (2.5) is
indeed very simple. The corresponding scalar field poten-
where f (x,y)=a V(P). The object now is to choose
V(P) in such a way that f (x,y) takes a form sufficiently
simple to permit a detailed analysis of the system de-
scribed by (2.5). Freedom to choose V(P) does not give
complete freedom to choose f (x,y), however. It is not
difficult to see that f must satisfy
f (cx,cy) =cf (x,y)
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tial is
V(P ) =a cosh(2$ ) +f3 sinh(2$) . (2.6)
obtains the second-order (Euclidean) field equations and
constraint
As stated in the Introduction, this is the class of poten-
tials we are going to study in this paper. We are there-
fore going to study the system described by the action
x = —2aN, y =2/3N
1
4+2 (x
—y )+ax+/3y —1=0 .
(2.9)
(2.10)
I=
,
' I—drN 4g 2 ( —x +y )+ax+Py —1 (2.7) It is straightforward to show that the Wheeler-DeWittequation for the model is
We will concentrate on the cases a=p and p=0, as ex-
plained in the Introduction. In fact, the cases a )
~p are
related to the case of the cosh(2$) potential by a simple
transformation. Under the "Lorentz" transformation
a' a'
4 —4 +ax+Py —1 'P(x, y) =0 .
Bx By
(2.11)
It is readily solved by separation of variables. The solu-
tions are of the form
ax+Py ay +f3x
( 2 p2)1/2 ' ( 2 p2)1/2
(2.8) %(x,y)=[b Ai(X)+c Bi(X)][dAi( Y)+e Bi( Y)],
the action (2.7) is turned into one of identical form, but
with x,y replaced by x,y, a replaced by (a —P )', and
=O.
It is conceivable that there are other scalar-field poten-
tials that could be handled using the change of variables
(2.4), and this is a possibility worth pursuing. We also
note that an action very similar to (2.7) may be obtained
in approximations to more general minisuperspace mod-
els with two variables. Using the fact that all two-
dimensiona1 minisuperspaces are conformally flat, by a
suitable lapse rescaling one can always cast the rninisu-
perspace action in the form (2.5), but with f (x,y) 1 re-—
placed by some potential U(x, y). An action very similar
to (2.7) is then obtained by linearizing U(x, y) about a
particular point, and this could be used in studying the
minisuperspace version of the thin-sandwich problem.
Similar remarks apply to n-dimensional minisuperspace
models that are conformally flat.
Some remarks are in order concerning the domain of
the variables x,y defined by (2.4). The physically interest-
ing domain of a and P is the region a &0, —oo (P ( oo.
Under the transformation (2.4), this region is mapped
into the "future lightcone" of the origin in xy space (plot-
ting the timelike variable x vertically), i.e., the region
x(~y~. The following question then naturally arises:
Should one insist in the quantum theory that everything
takes place in this domain? At the level of the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation, the issue of quantizing with variables
on a restricted range is a subtle one that we do not ad-
dress. Our main concern in this paper, however, is the
semiclassical evaluation of the path integral. As has been
realized elsewhere ' and as will be seen here, in study-
ing the saddlepoints of a path integral of the form (1.2) or
(1.6), one is inevitably led to complex solutions to the field
equations (although one normally takes the endpoints to
be real, because these correspond to the argument of the
wave function). For our purposes, it is therefore most ap-
propriate to think of a and P as being completely unre-
stricted complex numbers. Any other coordinates that
are analytic functions of a and P, such as x and y, will be
equally good. In what follows, we will therefore impose
no restrictions on x and y. This will have some conse-
quences, as we shall see later.
Varying the action (2.7) with respect to x, y, and N, one
(2.12)
where Ai and Bi are Airy functions, b, c, d and e are ar-
bitrary constants, and
X =( I+@—ax)(2a)
Y= (/3y+p)(2/3)
(2.13)
p is the separation constant. For X «1, Y))1, for ex-
ample, the asymptotic form of (2.12) is a sum of terms of
the form
'I/(x, y) —exp + (aa cosh2$ —p —1)3/23'
Xexp + (Pa sinh2$+p) /13 (2.14)
If /3=0 [i.e. , V(P)=acosh2$], the solutions are of the
form
1/2
4(x,y) = [b Ai(X)+c Bi(X)]exp + y, (2.15)2
and, for X «1,
%(x,y) —exp + (aa cosh2$ —p, —1) /3Q
1//2
Xexp + a sinh2$
2
(2.16)
Although it is possible to find exact solutions to the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation, it turns out that the particular
object we are interested in calculating using the path
integral —the propagation amplitude between fixed x and
y —cannot, in fact, be evaluated exactly for the case of
the cosh(2$) potential, as we shall see in the following
sections. It may, however, be expressed as an infinite
sum over p of the above exact solutions.
To end this section, it is appropriate to make some re-
marks about minisuperspace. There is no known sense in
which minisuperspace is the first step in a systematic ap-
proximation to a full theory of quantum gravity, should it
exist. Indeed, there are indications that it may give quite
misleading results if regarded as such. However, stud-
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ies of minisuperspace models may be argued to be partial-
ly relevant to a full quantum theory of gravity. The min-
isuperspace action (2.7) was obtained by inserting Ansatze
for g„and N into the Einstein-scalar action. The extre-
ma of the action (2.7) are the solutions to the second-
order field equations and constraint (2.9) and (2.10). One
may verify that these field equations coincide with those
obtained by inserting the metric and matter A nsatze
directly into the full Einstein-scalar field equations (al-
though this is not guaranteed —the acts of varying and
constraining generally do not commute). All solutions to
the field equations (2.9) and (2.10) are therefore solutions
to the full Einstein-scalar field equations and, in particu-
lar, the minisuperspace action of such solutions will coin-
cide with the full Einstein action of these solutions.
What this means is that the lowest-order saddle-point ap-
proximation to the rninisuperspace path integral, in
which one writes the amplitude as exp( —I„),where I„ is
the action of the saddle-point, will coincide with the
lowest-order saddle-point approximation to the full path
integral (1.2). It is in this sense that minisuperspace mod-
els are partially relevant to a full quantum theory of grav-
ity.
III. CLASSICAL LORENTZIAN SOLUTIONS
FIG. 1. The two-dimensional phase portrait for the exponen-
tial potential. Here z=P and w=a/a. The k=+1 solutions
we are interested in here lie between the two branches of the hy-
perbola w —z =0,.
gs 2 a2( e —2$jt 2+ e 2v(j Q2 ) (3.1)
We also define
We now discuss the classical Lorentzian solutions of
the system under consideration. Introducing v defined by
a =e and working in the gauge X=e ~, we write the
Lorentzian metric in the form
portrait only to establish that the relevant region is the
region to —z ~ a (solutions lying outside this region cor-
respond to the k = —1 solutions, and the k=0 solutions
lie on the boundary of this region). There is only one
stable critical point (point A in Fig. 1), with coordinates
M =V= (3.2) (tu, z)= 3&2a (3.5)
The second-order Lorentzian field equations may then be
written
There are three other critical points, labeled 8, C, and D,
which are unstable and have coordinates, respectively,
++8 e —8 42 z~ 2z 2 + + ~ f
2 2
(3.3a)
&2a
2
z = —3uz —z' — + e '~
2 2
(3.3b) &2a &2a+
2 ' 2
(3.6)
and the constraint is
a+p
N z
2
P —4P+ k —2(h —2v 0
2
(3.4)
3&2a &2a
4
+
4
Here, we have introduced the curvature k of the three-
metric d 03. We are interested mainly in the three-sphere
case, k=+1, but for completeness we briefly retain the
cases k =0, —1 also. As stated in the previous section,
we restrict our attention to the cases of a pure exponen-
tial or a cosh(2$) potential.
Consider first the pure exponential case, a=P. In this
case the second-order field equations (3.3) are then a
first-order plane autonomous system. The classical solu-
tions to this system have previously been studied in Refs.
24 and 25 in relation to power-law inflation. The phase
portrait of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The constraint
equation (3.4) is used in the construction of the phase
/=0, z =0, to=&a (3.7)
and one unstable node at
The main feature of the phase portrait is that a certain
proportion of the solutions are attracted to the critical
point A, Eq. (3.5). Introducing Robertson-Walker time
t = fdt e ~, it is readily shown that, at point A, one has
a (t ) —t . This is an example of power-law infiation. 2s
Now consider the cosh(2$) potential case, p=0. The
second-order field equations (3.3) together with the rela-
tion P =z form a three-dimensional first-order auto-
nomous system. It has only two critical points. There is
one stable node at
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/=0, z=0, w= —&a. (3 8) (2.10). Explicitly, they are given by
The solutions to the linearized system around the stable
node (3.7) are of the general form
—V'at+ —2V'a
w =&a &—abe '+de (3.9b)
IV. THE PATH INTEGRAL AND COMPLEX SOLUTIONS
We now consider the path integral for the model. As
outlined in Sec. I, the propagation amplitude between
fixed x and y has the form
G(x",y" ix', y')
= f dN f2)x 2)y exp[ I [x (r),y (r),N]], —(4.1)
where I is the action (2.7)." The measure 2)x 2)y is the
standard quantum-mechanical one for Oat configuration
spaces such as this. The sum is taken over the class of
histories (x(r),y(r), N) satisfying the boundary condi-
tions
where b, c, and d are arbitrary constants. For any initial
value of v, the stable solution (3.7) satisfies the constraint
(3.4) asymptotically. Therefore, (3.7) is an asymptotically
stable solution for the whole system of dynamical equa-
tions, plus the constraint equation. It is easily seen that
the solution (3.7) is the standard exponential infiation
a-e '.
Because it is three dimensional, the phase portrait of
the system in (x,z, P) space is rather dificult to construct.
Nevertheless, one can get some idea of the structure of
this three-dimensional portrait by studying constant P
slices. It is readily shown that each constant P slice is, in
fact, qualitatively the same as the phase portrait for the
exponential potential, differing only in the exact location
of the critical points. It is, however, important to under-
stand the significance of the trajectories in each constant
P slice. They do not in any sense correspond to trajec-
tories of the full three-dimensional system; rather, they
represent the instantaneous direction of the trajectories
of the three-dimensional system at a fixed value of P.
The section P =+ oo is obtained by replacing a by a/2
in Fig. l. As P decreases from + oo, the corresponding
critical points 3 and B move apart from each other along
the straight line z =m —&cx, while the critical points C
and D separate along the parallel line z =w +&a. Note
that, for all of these critical points, the vector (w, z) van-
ishes, but P does not, in general, so that these critical
points do not correspond to critical points of the whole
three-dimensional portrait —only of the two-dimensional
constant P slice.
x(r)= aN —2+(x"—x'+aN )r+x',
y (r ) =PN r + (y"—y' PN—)r+y' .
(4.4)
(4.5)
In terms of the variables (4.3), the action may be written
I [x(r),y (r),N] =Io(x",y",N~x', y', 0)
+I2[X(r), Y(r),N] . (4.6)
+
—(x"—x') +(y"—y')
8N (4.7)
I2 is given by
I2[X(r), Y(r)]= f dr( —X + Y ) .8X o
Equation (4.1) may now be written
G(x",y" ~x', y')
= f dN exp( Io)f2—3X2)Y exp( I2) . —
(4.8)
(4.9)
For each complex value of N in Iz, it is straightforward
to choose convergent complex contours for the integrals
over X and Y, and one obtains the result
G (x",y" ~x', y')
p Iox y N& y 0dN (4.10)
It is readily verified that (4.10) is an exact solution to the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation (2.11) if N is integrated along
any convergent contour of infinite length or if it is in-
tegrated along a closed contour. Integrating % along a
convergent half-infinite contour may be shown to lead to
a Green's function of the Wheeler-DeWitt operator; i.e.,
one obtains —i5(x"—x')Sly" —y') on the right-hand
side of (2.11). The latter fixes overall numerical factors in
(4.10), but we will ignore these in what follows. Equation
(4.10) is the expression we will be concentrating on in the
following analysis.
Let us begin by studying the saddle points of (4.10),
corresponding to solutions of the Einstein-scala, r field
equations. It is convenient to define the quantities
s2= —(x"—x')'+(y" —y')',
R =a(x"+x')+P(y" +y') —2 . (4.11)
Here, Io is the action of the solution to the second-order
field equations (4.4) and (4.5) and is given by
2 2
Io = N'+ —,' [a(x"+x')+P(y" +y') —2]N
x(0)=x', y(0)=y', x(1)=x", y(1)=y" . (4.2)
Following Refs. 6 and 8, the integral may be evaluated
using the following procedure. Let
x(r)=x(r)+X(r), y(r)+ Y(r),
where (x(r),y(r)) are the solutions to the second-order
field equations (2.9), but they do not satisfy the constraint
Up to constant factors, s is the geodesic distance in min-
isuperspace between the initial and final points, and R is
the parameter time average of the potential
U =ax +py —1 along that geodesic. s will therefore be
positive or negative if the initial and final points are, re-
spectively, spacelike or timelike separated. R mill be pos-
itive or negative depending on whether the connecting
geodesic lies "largely" in the region of, respectively, a
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positive or negative potential. In terms of s and R, Eq.
(4.7) may be written
2 2 R 2Io= N + N—+
24 4 8N (4.12)
The saddle points are the values of X for which
ar, y(aN) =0.
Consider first the case of the purely exponential poten-
tial for which a=P. Then the coefficient of N vanishes
in (4.12), and there are two saddle points at the values of
N given by
1/2
N=+
2R
(4.13)
Inserting these values of N into the solutions (4.4) and
(4.5), one thus obtains exact solutions to the Einstein-
scalar field equations satisfying the boundary conditions
(4.2). These solutions are real Euclidean if s )0 and
R )0, or if s &0 and R (0. Similarly, they are real
Lorentzian if s & 0 and R & 0, or if g )0 and R (0.
As a brief aside, we should remark that we are allowing
ourselves a little license in our usage of the words "Eu-
clidean" and "Lorentzian" in the above context. Here,
and in what follows, we take these words to mean that
the lapse [and therefore the action (4.12)j is real or imagi-
nary, respectively. The possible difhculty with this, how-
ever, is that it does not necessarily follow that the corre-
sponding metric (2.1) in terms of a is Euclidean or
Lorentzian. The point is that, although the solution in
terms of x and y, (4.4) and (4.5), will be real if N is real or
imaginary, the inverse of the transformation (2.4) yields
a =(x —y )', and a will not be real if the solution
goes outside the light cone in xy space, as indeed it may.
We will discuss this point further in Sec. VI.
Now consider the case of the cosh(2$) potential for
which P=O. There are four saddle points at the points
for which
2N2 R +(R 2+ 2 2)1/2 (4.14)
Again, when inserted into (4.4) and (4.5), these lead to ex-
act solutions to the Einstein-scalar boundary-value prob-
lem. These solutions may be real Euclidean, real
Lorentzian, as above, but in this case they may also be
complex. It is useful to note that the discriminant may
be written
R +a s =a (y"—y') +4(1—ax')(I —ax") . (4.15)
This shows that the solution for N can be complex (rather
than just pure imaginary) only if the end points lie on op-
posite sides of the curve U=O. One can again explicitly
write down the conditions under which these different
types of solution arise, but it is clearer to exhibit the re-
sults pictorially.
Our object is to produce a set of pictures showing, in
the xy plane, the regions corresponding to the sets of final
points (x",y"), which are reached by real Euclidean, real
Lorentzian, or complex solutions, starting from a given
initial point (x',y'). In general, one could, in principle,
have a different picture for each initial point. However,
the nature of the solutions depends only on the signs of
the three quantities R, s, and (R +a s ). y' enters only
through s in the combination (y" —y') . We may there-
fore restrict to the case y'=0. The picture for arbitrary
y' is obtained merely by translating in the y direction.
Similarly (although not immediately obvious), the value
of x ' turns out to be significant only inasmuch as it effects
the sign of (1 —ax') in the discriminant (4.15). There are
therefore only three qualitatively different cases, namely
o,x') 1, ux'= 1, and cxx' & 1. So, for example, the picture
for any x' for which nx' & 1 may be turned into the pic-
ture for any other x' with ax' & 1 by translation and re-
scaling in the x direction.
The three qualitatively distinct cases are shown in Figs.
2(a) —2(c). Each figure depicts the type of solutions aris-
ing when the initial point is the point at the center of the
figure. The xy plane is divided up into regions by the null
lines s =0 and the parabola R +a s =0. The parabola
touches the null lines at the points at which R =0. There
are four cases, denoted I, II, III, and IV in the figures.
Case I: s &0. There are two real solutions and two
imaginary solutions.
Case II: R'+a s'&0. All four solutions are complex.
There are no complex solutions in the case ax'=1, Fig.
2(c).
Case III g & 0~ R + (g g )0~ R & 0 All four solu-
tions are real.
Case IV: s &0, R +a s &0, R) 0. All four solu-
tions are imaginary.
From these figures, one may see at a glance what type
of solutions arise for given initial and final data. One par-
ticular feature of the solutions is quite striking: when the
initial and final points are sufficiently close together in
minisuperspace, they can always be connected by a real
Euclidean or real Lorentzian solution (in the sense ex-
plained above). It is only when the points are more than
a certain finite distance apart that the only solutions are
genuinely complex ones. A reasonable conjecture (that
we do not attempt to justify) is that the same is also true
in the full Einstein equations.
Finally, we make the following remarks about complex
solutions. When a complex solution arises in a problem
such as this, it is sometimes possible to think of the solu-
tion as a combination of a real Euclidean solution and a
real Lorentzian solution (where here, real Euclidean and
real Lorentzian have their strict meaning, i.e., that the
four-metric is real Euclidean or real Lorentzian, with real
matter fields). A solution of this type is sometimes
known as a "real tunneling geometry, " and some exam-
ples may be found in Ref. 31. Complex solutions may
often be simplified by performing a complex
diffeomorphism on ~ which preserves the end points,
&=0 and 1 (Ref. 5). Such a diffeomorphism will preserve
the value of the action of the solution and thus, for the
purposes of semiclassical approximation to path integral,
the transformed solution may be regarded as equivalent.
For a complex solution to be a real tunneling geometry, it
is necessary that there exist a complex diffeomorphism of
the solution r~z(r) say, such that, in the transformed
solution, the geometry is real Euclidean for 0&~(~ for
some 7, and real Lorentzian for z (~( 1, and further-
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more, it is necessary that both the extrinsic curvature K;.
and the normal derivatives of any matter fields all vanish
on the transitional surface labeled by r (so that the solu-
tion has a finite action).
With these comments in mind, consider the complex
solutions obtained here for the cosh(2$) model. The solu-
tion for y(~) has y equal to a constant. y can therefore
never vanish, nor can any transformed y (under a well-
behaved diffeomorphism of r). This means that the com-
plex solutions we have found are genuine complex solu-
tions to the Einstein-scalar boundary-value problem and
are not in any sense equivalent to real tunneling solu-
"(x"-x')
ii(X X )
"(x"-x')
(c)
FIG. 2. (a) The figure illustrates the type of solutions arising when attempting to reach a final point in the xy plane starting from
the initial point (x',y') at the center of the figure, in the case of ax') 1. There are two real and two imaginary solutions going to re-
gion I, four complex solutions to region II, four real solutions to region III, and four imaginary solutions to region IV. (b) The same
as (a), but with nx' ( 1. {c)The same as (a), but with ax'= 1.
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tions. The only exception to this is when y" —y', in
which case y (r) =0 identically, and thus P(r) =0, and we
are back to the de Sitter model of Ref. 6.
V. CONTOUR ANALYSIS
We now analyze the integral (4.10). We are interested
in finding all the contours in the complex N plane for
which the integral (4.10) converges, and which leads to
solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation (2.11), or to
Green's functions of the Wheeler-DeWitt operator (i.e.,
infinite or half-infinite contours). We will use the method
of steepest descents to give an approximate evaluation of
the integral along various contours. At the end of the
section we shall reexpress the propagation amplitude
(4.10) for some of the infinite contours as integral trans-
forms of Airy functions, thus representing the propaga-
tion amplitude as superpositions of exact solutions to the
Wheeler-De Witt equation
A. Contours for the exponential potential
Consider first the pure exponential case, a=/3. The
propagation amplitude (4.10) may be written
6 (x",y" ~x', y') = f exp ——N — . (5.1)N 4 8N
- RB(N)
FIG. 3. The steepest-descent contours in the complex N
plane for the integral (5.3) in case Ia, i.e., for s )0 and either
R &0 or R)0 and 3R (e s . The saddle points 2 and D are
real and B and C are imaginary. In this and the following
figures, there is an essential singularity at the origin, and the ar-
rows point downhill.
The contour analysis for this integral is, in fact, identical
to that for the propagation amplitude between fixed scale
factors in the Kantowski-Sachs minisuperspace model
studied in Ref. 8, so we will not repeat it here. The in-
terested reader should consult Ref. 8 for further details.
We will, however, quote from Ref. 8 the result of evaluat-
ing the integral along one particular contour, namely, the
closed loop about the origin in the complex N plane. In
the case when the dominating saddle points (4.13) are
Lorentzian, i.e., s )0, 8 & 0 or s & 0, R )0, one has, for
the closed contour,
6 (x",y" ~x', y') =2~iJO[( —Rs /8)' ]
tour going between any two such regions may pass on ei-
ther side of the essential singularity at the origin, with
inequivalent results. The many possibilities for distinct
infinite contours may, however, be reduced to combina-
tions of just three infinite contours, which may be taken
to be (i) the real Lorentzian contour passing to the left of
the origin N =i v e, wher—e v is real and e) 0, (ii) the real
Lorentzian contour passing to the right of the origin
N =iv+e, and (iii) the "half-Lorentzian half-Euclidean"
(—,'L —,'E) contour coming down the positive imaginary
(5.2)
where Jo is the usual Bessel function, and the asymptot-
ic form is valid for large ~Rs
B. Contours for the cosh potential RB(N)
Consider next the case of the cosh(2@) potential, P=O.
The propagation amplitude (4.10) has the form
G(x",y" ~x', y') = exp — N — N—dN o. 3 A s24 4 SN
(5.3)
Let us consider the possible infinite and half-infinite con-
tours. Because the leading term in the exponent for large
~N~ is N, there are three different directions in which the
contour may go ofI to infinity. Moreover, an infinite con-
FIG. 4. The steepest-descent contours in case lb. The saddle
points are the same, but& )0, R)0, and 3R )a z .
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axis, going around the origin in the upper right quadrant
and going out along the positive real axis. Similarly, for
the half-infinite contours, all convergent possibilities may
be obtained from the half-infinite contour running up the
positive imaginary axis X =i v combined with the
infinite contours.
The integral (5.3) may be approximately evaluated
along these contours, by first finding all the steepest-
descent contours, and then distorting the above contours
into sequences of steepest-descent contours. As in the
analysis of the previous section, the analysis of the
steepest-descent contours divides up into the four cases:
I, II, III, and IV. However, case I divides further into
two subcases, Ia and Ib, for the purposes of steepest-
descent contours, although the saddle-point structure is
the same. The five possible cases are as follows.
Ia: R &0&s, or R &0 and 3R &a s . The steepest-
descent contours are shown in Fig. 3. Contours (i)—(iii)
distort into aAb, acOdb, and eOdb, respectively. The
half-infinite contour distorts into Odb.
Ib: 0&a. s &3R, R )0. The steepest-descent con-
tours are shown in Fig. 4. Contours (i)—(iii) distort into
fjhijg, fjg, and jBg, respectively. The half-infinite con-
tour distorts into ODjBg.
II: R +a s &0. The steepest-descent contours are
shown in Fig. 5. Contours (i) —(iii) distort into k01,
kmpn. l, and pn/, respectively. The half-infinite contour
distorts into OAl.
III: s &0, R2+a s &0, R &0. The steepest-descent
contours are shown in Fig. 6. Contours (i)—(iii) distort
into qAr, qstr, and utr, respectively. The half-infinite
contour distorts into OB Ar.
IV: g & 0, R +~ g & 0, R )0. The steepest-descent
contours are shown in Fig. 7. Contours (i)—(iii) distort
into vzxOyzw, uzw, and zBm, respectively. The half-
infinite contour distorts into Oy AzBm.
In each of the above cases it is easy to see from the
figures which saddle point provides the dominant contri-
bution. The action of each saddle point is readily found.
Write the four saddle-point values of X, given by Eq.
(4.14), as
Im(N)
Re(N)
FIG. 6. The steepest-descent contours for case III, s &0,
R +a's' & 0, R & 0. The four saddle points are all real.
X =—[ R +e (R 2+ a2g2)1/2]1/2 (5.4)
X[2R+e2(R +a s )' ] . (5.5)
The results of evaluating the integral along the above
contours, to leading order in the saddle-point approxima-
tion, are shown in Tables I(a) and I(b).
where e, and e2 take the values + l. If, in (5.4), we choose
the cuts of the square roots to lie along the negative real
axis and take the convention that 1/ —1=—i, then in
Figs. (3)—(7), saddle point A is (e1,e2) = ( —1, 1), 8 is
( —1, —1), C is (1,—1), and D is (1,1). The action for each
saddle point is then
[ R +~ (R 2+a2~2)1/2]1/2Ei6'
z
Re(N)
e(N)
FIG. 5. The steepest-descent contours for case II,
R +ca s &0. The four saddle points are all complex.
FIG. 7. The steepest-descent contours for case IV, s &0,
R'+a'g' & 0, R & 0. The four saddle points are all imaginary.
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TABLE I. (a) This table shows the dominant contributions to the amplitude (5.3) along three infinite contours. Relative phases be-
tween difterent dominant contributions have been kept, but real prefactors have been dropped. The phase 0 is given by 0=+/2+ 1/2
arcos[R/(a ~s ~' ], where areas lies in the range [O, n]. I„denotes the action of saddle point 2, and likewise for B, C, and D Th. e
labeling of the saddle points is as shown in Figs. 3 —7. (b) The bottom row shows the dominant contributions to the amplitude (5.3)
for the half-infinite contour running up the positive imaginary axis.
Contour
N =iv+e
N =iv —e
2L2E
N=iv
Case Ia
—IB —IC
e B+ie
—I
e
'B —i(~/4)e 'D
—IB
Case Ib
—IB —I
e B+ie
B + C i(7r/4) A
—IB
B + —i(vr/4) D
Case II
—I —IC eiOe D
—I —IA +e —i0e B
—Ic
—IA
Case III
—IC
—I
—ID
—IB
Case IV
B ~ Ce +I.e
I I I —I
e ' —ie D+ie B —e
—IB
I I
e '+ie
C. Another integral representation
The integral (5.3) may also be expressed as a superposi-
tion of the exact solutions (2.15) of the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation. In those expressions the parameter p is, in gen-
eral, complex, and the behavior of the solutions (2.15)
greatly depends on p. For instance, for p(0, the solu-
tions (2.15) are plane waves in they coordinate, whilst forp) 0, they are unbounded. For the three infinite con-
tours studied above, one can, in fact, rewrite the integral
representation (5.3) of the propagation amplitude in
another integral form which is more illuminating. Let
X=(1—ax)(2a), Y=a' 2 (5.6)
N36 = exp — + X"+X'—N 12 2
(X"—X')
+
4N
( Y// Y/)2
4N
and let N~a ~ 2 '~ N. Then the amplitude (5.3) takes
the form
G&&(X",X', w )
exp — + X "+X'—2wdN N ~„~, 2 NN'/~ 12 2
(X"—X')+
4N
(5.10)
II I
6 = dw exp —im
OO 2
X [Ai(X")Bi(X')+Ai(X')Bi(X" ) ] (5.11)
The significance of (5.9) is as follows: after some ele-
mentary rescalings of the variables, it is readily shown
that (5.10) is the propagation amplitude for the de Sitter
minisuperspace model considered in Ref. 6, which can be
evaluated exactly along contours (ii) and (iii) in terms of
Airy functions. Along contour (ii), one thus obtains the
result
Now introduce the identity (up to overall factors), where
( Y// —Y )2/
exp 4N
X =(1—ax —w )(2a) (5.12)
Similarly, along contour (iii), one has
N 1/2 f dw exp[ —iw( Y"—Y')]exp( Nw )— II I
G = f +"dw exp iw—
OO 2(5.8)
X [Ai(X")+i Bi(X")][Ai(X')+iBi(X')] .
G =m '~ f dw exp[ iw( Y"—Y')]-
XGo(X",X', w ), (5.9)
where
valid for all N with a positive real part, and where the
branch cut of the square root lies on the negative real
axis. Along the contours (ii) and (iii) defined above
[which may be deformed to lie entirely in the region
Re (N) )0], Eq. (5.7) may be written
(5.13)
Equations (5.11) and (5.13) are clearly, as advertized, su-
perpositions of the exact solutions (2.15), with the
identification p= —m . Moreover, they are both Fourier
transforms of the integral (5.10), which can also be inter-
preted as a propagation amplitude, as stated above.
For contour (i), which may be distorted so as to lie en-
tirely in the region Re (N) (0, one can repeat the calcula-
tion in a parallel fashion, using, instead of (5.8), the iden-
tity
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( Y"—Y')
exp
—'Nii2 f dw exp[ —w(Y" —Y')]exp(Nw ),1/2 oo
(5.14)
valid for all N with negative real part. In (5.14), the
branch cut of the square root has been chosen to lie on
the positive real axis. .One thus obtains, for contour (i),
the result
II I
G = f dw exp —w Ai(X")Ai(X'),
oo 2
(5.15)
where X is given here by
X=(1—ax+w )(2a) (5.16)
Again, (5.15) is a superposition of exact solutions (2.15),
but with separation constant @=m . This superposition
may be interpreted as a sum of Laplace transforms of an
integral of the form (5.10). We have not been able to per-
form the analogous calculation for the case of the half-
infinite contour.
VI. THE NO-BOUNDARY WAVE FUNCTION
A. No-boundary initial data
In the no-boundary proposal of Hartle and Hawking,
the wave function for the Universe is defined by a sum-
over-histories construction of the form
+~B[h;, , p, &]= g fXlg„2)C exp( I [g„„+]), —(6.1)
where I is the Euclidean action of the gravitational field
g„and the matter fields @, on a four-manifold M. The
sum over manifolds is over compact manifolds M which
have as their only boundary the three-surface X on which
the arguments of the wave function are specified. The
functional integral is over metrics g„and matter fields +
on M which induce the values h; and P on X. ' '
A satisfactory definition of the sum over manifolds in
(6.1) has never been given so, in practice, one normally
considers each possible four-manifold separately, and this
is what we shall do here. Because the gravitational part
So far we have been studying the propagation ampli-
tude between fixed values of the minisuperspace coordi-
nates a and P (or x and y). Of greater interest from the
point of view of practical quantum cosmology, however,
are wave functions singled out by particular theories of
initial conditions. In this section, therefore, we shall
study the path-integral construction defining the "no-
boundary" wave function of Hartle and Hawking. ' '
As we shall soon see, this wave function is given, at least
semiclassically, by a propagation amplitude between fixed
minisuperspace coordinates with the initial coordinates
set to certain values.
ds =o [dT +a (T)dQ3] . (6.2)
For this to be a regular metric on B, it is necessary to
impose certain conditions at the center, namely, that the
metric be that of liat space (in spherical coordinates) near
T=O. This will be the case if we insist that a (T)= T
close to T=O, or, equivalently,
of the action in (6.1) is unbounded from below, the sum
over metrics and matter fields is necessarily along a com-
plex contour. ' No wholly satisfactory prescription
uniquely fixing a contour for the no-boundary wave func-
tion has been given, to date, although a list of require-
ments that it should satisfy have been given in Ref. 5.
There is, therefore, a certain amount of ambiguity in the
definition of the no-boundary wave function.
In addition to the above difficulties, a further issue
arises in the actual implementation of the no-boundary
proposal in minisuperspace models. Although the no-
boundary proposal is geometrically clear from the four-
dimensional point of view, the 3+1 decomposition en-
tailed by minisuperspace demands that one impose cer-
tain "initial conditions" at the "bottom" of the four-
geometry. These initial conditions do not follow in a
straight-forward way from the no-boundary proposal as
stated above. Resting heavily on the semiclassical ap-
proximation to the path integral, a detailed discussion of
an appropriate set of initial conditions was given in Ref. 8
(see also Ref. 32). The results of that discussion, as they
afT'ect the present paper, are summarized here. Appropri-
ate initial conditions on the metric are partially obtained
from purely geometrical considerations —insisting that
the metric have no singularities at the bottom of the
four-geometry. In more detail, the following require-
ments are useful.
(1) The boundary conditions must lead to a well-posed
variational problem; i.e., the saddle-point condition
6I /5g„= 0 should yield in the minisuperspace field
equations.
(2) The boundary conditions should ensure that the
solutions to the field equations are regular everywhere on
the given four-manifold and, in particular, they are regu-
lar at the bottom of the four-geometry.
(3) The conditions should be quantum-mechanically
consistent (e.g. , one should not have to fix a coordinate
and its momentum simultaneously).
Further discussion of these points may be found in Ref.
8. These requirements are, it should be noted, very semi-
classical in nature. Although this is perhaps not totally
satisfactory, it is sufficient for present practical purposes.
Consider now the calculation of the no-boundary wave
function for the scalar field model studied in the preced-
ing sections. The first step is to fix the topology of the
four-manifolds considered in the no-boundary amplitude.
Recall that the three-surfaces X are taken to be three-
spheres S . We therefore seek compact four-manifolds M
whose only boundary is a single three-sphere, BM=S .
There are many such four-manifolds, but there is only
one that will admit a metric Ansatz of the form (2.1),
namely B, the closed ball in IR . For convenience, write
the metric as
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a(0)=0, (0)=+1 .dT (6.3)
Now consider the scalar field. The Euclidean field
equations and constraint may be written
+2 + V(P)=0, (6.4)
a dT dT
can be made to vanish. Equation (6.9) arises from (6.8),
plus the terms obtained by integrating by parts in the
variation of the action (2.3). Clearly this will indeed van-
ish with the condition a(0)=0, and requirement (1) is
satisfied.
Next we need to express the conditions a (0)=0 and
(6.7) in terms of the variables x and y used in the previous
sections, defined by (2.4). From Eq. (2.4), one has
d P 3 da dP, ,(~)dT Q dT dT (6.5) Q4=x2 —y', (6.10)
dQ
dT
2
—1 —a +a V($)=0 .2 ddT (6.6)
dP 1 xy —yx
dT 2~ ( 2 2)3/4 (6.1 1)
If a (T)= T for small T, then, of the two solutions to the
scalar-field equation (6.5), one is regular and the other ir-
regular. The irregular one may be eliminated by impos-
ing the condition
(0)=0 .d (6.7)
The conditions (6.3) and (6.7) ensure that requirement (2)
holds.
Requirement (3) forbids both of the conditions (6.3)
from being imposed simultaneously, since da/dT is pro-
portional to the momentum conjugate to Q. However,
note that the constraint implies that the two conditions
are, in fact, equivalent [given (6.7), and assuming that
V(P) remains boundedj. We may therefore choose to im-
pose either one in the path integral, and the other will
then hold at the saddle points. We choose to take the
condition a (0)=0, and drop the derivative condition.
This means that the geometries summed over in the full
path integral will at least be closed at the bottom, but will
generally not be regular (as one would expect).
Finally, consider requirement (1). This primarily con-
cerns boundary terms in the action. For a manifold of to-
pology 8, the boundary term in the Einstein-Hilbert ac-
tion (1.3) action contributes only at the final surface
T=1. There is no "initial" surface, so no contribution
from the boundary term at T=O. However, on inserting
the metric /Insatz (6.2) and integrating the volume term
by parts to get rid of the second-derivative terms, a
boundary term does arise at T=O, namely, the term
dQ 1 xx —yy
dT 2+ (x2 2)i/2 (6.12)
x (0)=0, y (0)=0 (6.13)
do the job of imposing no-boundary initial data. Clearly
(6.13) implies that a (0)=0, via (6.10). To see that (6.7) is
satisfied, we need to use the classical field equations. The
solution to the classical field equations satisfying the ini-
tial conditions (6.13) is given by (4.4) and (4.5), with
x'=0, y'=0 (and with N the solution to the appropriate
algebraic equation, although this is not essential). Insert-
ing this solution in Eq. (6.11), it is readily seen that, for
small ~, the denominator on the right-hand side goes like
, but the numerator goes like r . Equation (6.7) is
therefore satisfied as ~ goes to zero.
As an aside, we note what happens when one inserts
the classical solutions for arbitrary X into (6.12). One has
dQ 1(0) +- [(~2 P2)+4+2(R +2)+2 2 I 1/2dT 2N
where the overdots on the right-hand side denote deriva-
tives with respect to the time coordinate ~ as defined in
the metric (2.1). Fixing dP/dT initially translates, via
Eq. (6.11), into a rather complicated condition on x and
y, a condition it would be dificult to impose in the full
path integral. However, recall that the condition (6.7) on
P was derived by purely classical considerations —from
the requirement that the classical solutions be regular at
the bottom of the four-geometry. It is therefore sufhcient
to find conditions on x and y that imply the condition
(6.7) purely at the classical level. To this end, we shall ar-
gue that the initial conditions
Jd'x I '/2'8~G T=O
1 2dQ
2 dT (6.8) (6.14)
dT T=O
(6.9)
The vanishing (or otherwise) of this term depends on the
canonical data fixed at T=O. The candidate action we
are now to take for the no-boundary amplitude is the ac-
tion (2.3) plus the boundary term (6.8). Call it I. To
satisfy requirement (1), I must yield the correct field
equations, when varied subject to the final conditions that
the argument of the wave function is matched and the in-
itial conditions (6.7) plus the condition a(0)=0. On per-
forming the variation, it is readily shown that the field
equations are obtained provided that the boundary term
where we have used the definitions of R and s in (4.11)
with the initial conditions (6.13). At the saddle points,
where the constraint is satisfied, one has
(ct —13 )X"+2RX —s =0
from which it follows that
(6.15)
dT (0)=+1 . (6.16)
As stated above, therefore, the geometries will only be
regular at the saddle points.
We may now record the central result of this section:
it is that the no-boundary amplitude is given by a path-
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integral expression of the form (4.1), with the initial con-
ditions (6.13). Explicitly, one may write
q'Na(a 0)
=G(x"=a~cosh(2$), y" =a sinh(2$) ~x'=O, y' =0) .
(6.17)
As we saw in Sec. V, there are many contours which may
be used to successfully define the amplitude (4.1), and
thus, as noted at the beginning of this section, there will
be many corresponding no-boundary wave functions, de-
pending on how the contour is chosen. This conclusion
was reached in Refs. 5 —10. Here we will not give a com-
plete or detailed discussion of all the possible contours,
since such a discussion has already been given for very
similar models in Refs. 5 —10. Instead, we will discuss the
no-boundary wave functions for some simple choices of
contour. The tunneling wave function for this class of
models is considered in Ref. 33 and we do not discuss it
here.
8. Predictions of classical spacetime
Of primary concern are the regions in which the wave
function predicts a classical spacetime. For this to be the
case, a minimal requirement is that the wave function be
predominantly of the form e', where S is a solution to
the Lorentzian Hamilton-Jacobi equation
where, for convenience, we have dropped the double
primes denoting final values.
C. The no-boundary wave function
for the exponential potential
Now consider the no-boundary wave function for the
exponential potential. Equations (5.2) and (6.23) yield the
result
O'Nii(a, g)-e' +e (6.24)
where
' 1/2
cxa e 2S=a
8
(6.25)
Equation (6.24) is valid in the region a (aa e ~ —2) ))1.
Here, we have used the closed contour in the complex X
plane to define the no-boundary wave function. A
different contour would lead to a different combination of
the factors e', e ', but the consequent semiclassical pre-
dictions would be largely the same, since it can be argued
that there is negligible interference between these two
factors, and thus they may be treated separately. Equa-
tion (6.24) implies that the wave function is peaked about
the set of classical solutions satisfying the first integrals
da BS 3 d~ 0Sdt=' aa' dr = & ay
(VS) +U=O. (6.18) (6.26)
For then it may be argued " that the wave function is
peaked about the set of classical solutions satisfying the
first integral
p=TS . (6.19)
—I )q'NB(a 0)-e (6.20)
(or possibly a sum of such terms) where I,& is the Euclide-
an action of an, in general, complex solution, and satisfies
the Euclidean Hamilton- Jacobi equation
—(V'I„) + U =0 . (6.21)
Write the complex action in terms of its real and imagi-
nary parts: .7„=I~—iS. One may thus see that the wave
function (6.20) predicts a classical spacetime only in those
regions for which
In the leading-order saddle-point approximation we are
using here, the wave function (6.17) will be of the form
Here, t is the Lorentzian time coordinate defined in the
metric (3.1). Upon integration, Eq. (6.26) defines a two-
parameter subset of the three-parameter general solution
to the Lorentzian field equations (3.3) and (3.4). One of
these parameters is just to, the origin of unobservable pa-
rameter time, and is therefore irrelevant. The wave func-
tion (6.24) is therefore peaked about an effectively one-
parameter family of solutions which do, in fact, corre-
spond to a single curve in the wz plane (in terms of the
variables w=a/a, z=P introduced in Sec. III). It is
readily shown from (6.26) that this curve is given by
(6.27)
This curve is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1. This
family of solutions picked out by the no-boundary propo-
sal has the key feature that it is amongst the set of solu-
tions that end up on the attractor, at which there is
power-law inAation.
/VI, I «(VS/ . (6.22)
For, if this condition holds, the wave function (6.19) is
predominantly of the form e', and (6.21) implies that S
will be an approximate solution to (6.18).
Next note that when x ' =O=y', the variables R and s
(in terms of which the asymptotic forms of the wave
functions are given), may be written
s'= —a4,
(6.23)
R =a Ia cosh(2$)+Psinh(2$) j —2,
D. The no-boundary wave function
for the cosh potential
Now consider the cosh(2$) potential. We seek the re-
gions in minisuperspace in which the wave function is
predominantly oscillatory, of the form e' . Consider the
various regions, I, II, etc. , discussed in the previous sec-
tion. Because x'=O=y', refer to Fig. 2(b) in the follow-
ing discussion. It is convenient to introduce the parame-
ter
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CX S
R
a2a4
[aa cosh(2$) —2j (6.28)
X 2 +e2v I+A.RR (6.29)
First of all, note that, with no-boundary initial data,
s = —a (0, so we may immediately eliminate cases Ia
and lb. All the other cases are consistent with s (0.
Next, note that all the saddle points are real Euclidean in
case III, so the wave function will be exponential in this
region. Classical spacetime is therefore not predicted in
region III.
We are therefore left with just the two cases, II and IV.
Consider first region IV, in which R )0, —1 & k &0. All
four saddle points are purely imaginary in this case, and
the Euclidean action is therefore purely imaginary at
every saddle point. Classical spacetime is, therefore, pre-
dicted for any choice of contour in region IV, provided
the action is large enough for the steepest-descent ap-
proximation to be valid. This will be true if
which governs the nature of the action (5.5) in each re-
gion. In terms of A, , Eq. (5.5) may be written
1/2
+e,&1+X
IRI
V'aS= a cosh P.3 (6.32)
This corresponds to a set of classical trajectories which
may be written
w =+&acosh Pe ~, z = —w tanhg . (6.33)
This set of trajectories is qualitatively the same as the
other solutions to the field equations, in that all of them
go to the attractor, so there is obviously not anything
special about the solutions picked out by the no-
boundary wave function.
K. No-boundary saddle-point geometries
In the classical region we may obtain asymptotic forms
of the action and find the classical solutions picked out by
the no-boundary proposal for certain choices of contour.
Take, for example, the contour running down the imagi-
nary axis to the right of the origin (in other examples this
appears to define a reasonable no-boundary wave func-
tion). ' The form of the resulting wave function may be
read off from Table I(a). In the classical region, as de-
scribed above, the action of the saddle points is almost
entirely imaginary and may be calculated from (6.29).
One thus obtains an oscillatory wave function of the form
(6.24) (but with a slowly varying exponential prefactor)
with
aa cosh(2$ ) )) 1 . (6.30)
Finally, consider region II, in which —~ (k & 1. All
four solutions are complex in this region. It is easily seen
from Eq. (6.27) that the gradients of the real and imagi-
nary parts of the action are comparable in magnitude for
most values of A, , and classical spacetime is not, then a
prediction. However, in the region R )0, with A. very
close to —1, the action is almost entirely imaginary, and
classical spacetime will be a prediction. The part of re-
gion II in which X is close to —1 to within some small
amount 5, say (i.e. , A, ) —1 —6, where 5 is small and posi-
tive), is the region outside the ellipse:
x(r)= aN r +(x"—+aN )r,
y(r)=PN r +(y" PN )r, —
(6.34)
(6.35)
To end this section, we discuss the nature of the saddle
points in the path integral for the no-boundary ampli-
tude. This ties in with our earlier discussions of the
domain of x and y in Sec. II and IV. In terms of x and y,
the saddle-point configurations in the no-boundary ampli-
tude are given by (4.4) and (4.5), with x' =O=y', and with
N the solution to the appropriate algebraic equation. Ex-
plicitly,
uy +5 ax —2 1+—2 2 15
2
1
=4 1+—
5 (6.31)
where 0~ r ~ 1. These are related to a and P by the in-
verse of the transformation (2.4), which is
The focii of this ellipse lie on the x axis in Fig. 2(b), and
the ellipse touches the null lines at the same points the
parabola touches. Although the action can have a rapid-
ly varying imaginary part for all points outside this el-
lipse, it is only for those points which satisfy (6.29) that
the steepest-descent approximation is really valid, and
classical spacetime is predicted.
We may concisely summarize the behavior of the no-
boundary wave function for the cosh(2$) potential as fol-
lows, referring to Fig. 2(b). We may think of Fig. 2(b) as
the minisuperspace with coordinates x and y, on which
the no-boundary wave function is defined. The wave
function exists for real a and P only in the future null
cone of the origin, immediately excluding region I. Clas-
sical spacetirne fails to be predicted in region III and in
parts of region II. Classical spacetime is predicted only
in the parts of regions II and IV satisfying condition
(6.29).
a = (x —y ) ' ~', P = —'are tanh2 x (6.36)
[x(r)+y(r)]=(x "+y")r+(a+p)N r(1 —r) . (6.37)
We are only interested in final conditions in the region
x") Iy" I. Also, a IpI. Since N is real, it then follows
from (6.37) that x (r) ) Iy(r)I for all rG (0,1) and thus
the solution in terms of a and P will indeed be real when
X is real. The corresponding geometries are smooth
Clearly, real x and y lead to real a and |)) only if x ) IyI.
Let us study the extent to which this is the case.
When N is complex, x and y are complex, so a and P
are complex and, as argued at the end of Sec. IV, the
complex solutions have no obvious simple geometric in-
terpretation in terms of real Lorentzian and real Euclide-
an geometries.
When N is real, x (r) and y (r) are real. One has
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manifolds closing off a three-sphere, not unlike sections
of four-sphere.
Now consider the case of 1V purely imaginary. Because
the Euclidean action is purely imaginary for these saddle
points, one might have expected that the corresponding
geometries and matter fields are real Lorentzian. This is
not obviously the case, however. From (6.37) it is clear
that there is a time ~o given by
x/y
(a+ rlf3)X (6.38)
(6.39)
It is therefore a real Euclidean four-metric with an
overall imaginary conformal factor. Note that this is not
inconsistent with the regularity condition at the bottom
of the four-geometry:
+1- dQ Q dQ 1 (a ).dT X d~ 2% d~ (6.40)
This can be satisfied because both N and Q are imagi-
nary. In fact, close to the bottom of the four-geometry,
Eq. (6.39) is just the flat metric (6.2) with an overall imag-
inary conformal factor, and this factor is readily absorbed
by a complex diffeomorphism of T. It is in this sense that
the saddle-point metric is that of Oat Euclidean space at
the bottom. With these simplifications obtained through
complex diffeomorphisms, the final picture one has is as
follows: the four-metric is that of completely regular Oat,
real Euclidean space near x=0 (with the scalar-field com-
plex), it is real Lorentzian near r= 1, and it is complex in
the middle.
where i)=sgn(ay" +Px"), such that x(r)) ~y(r)~ for
r ) rp, and x (r) ( ~y (r)
~
for r (rp. Furthermore, using
the saddle-point value of N, it is a little tedious but
straightforward to show that rp lies in the interval (0, 1).
The scale factor a vanishes at r=rp and P is infinite. For
1 ) 'rp a and P are real so the geometry is real Lorentzian,
but it shrinks to zero in a singular fashion at ~=~0. For
r ( rp, P and a are complex, and the four-metric is com-
plex. The geometry shrinks to zero in a regular way at
&=0 [i.e., (6.3) is satisfied] but shrinks at zero in an irreg-
ular way at r=rp. The (provisional) picture one therefore
has is of a singular Lorentzian geometry matched at its
singular beginning to a singularity on an otherwise regu-
lar closed four-geometry with a complex metric on it.
These saddle points may be simplified by complex
diffeomorphisms, as described at the end of Sec. IV. In
particular, the singularity at 'T io is readily avoided by
taking ~ around the point ~o in the complex plane, mak-
ing the solution completely regular [it is in this sense that
the apparently singular nature of the solution is con-
sistent with requirement (2) on the no-boundary data dis-
cussed in Sec. VA]. In the region 0(~(rp, we may
write a =+i~a~, and X = —~N~ . The complex four-
metric in this region may therefore be written
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of- this paper has been to perform a path-
integral analysis of a class of homogeneous isotropic min-
isuperspace models with a scalar field, in which the
scalar-field potential is chosen so that the model is exact-
ly soluble, or almost exactly soluble. The scalar-field po-
tential was chosen to be a sum of exponentials, Eq. (1.9).
We began in Sec. II by writing down the action for
scalar-field minisuperspace models. We showed that, in
terms of the variables x and y, the miniuperspace action
with potential (1.9) is cast into a form in which the
quantum-mechanical propagator (1.7) is exactly soluble.
We wrote down the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for the
model and found a set of exact solutions.
In Sec. III, we analyzed the classical Lorentzian solu-
tions. In the case of a potential exp(2$), the phase por-
trait possesses an attractor at which there is power-law
inflation, and some proportion of (but not all) the solu-
tions go to the attractor. For the cosh(2$) potential, the
exponential infiation is an attractor for all of the solu-
tions.
We wrote down the path integral for the model in Sec.
IV. Because the quantum-mechanical propagator (1.7)
may be evaluated exactly, we found that the minisuper-
space propagation amplitude (1.6) is given by a single or-
dinary integration over the lapse X. We proceeded to an-
alyze this integral using the method of steepest descents.
We began by finding all the saddle points of the integral,
corresponding to solutions to the full Einstein-scalar-field
equations. The solutions could be real Euclidean, real
Lorentzian, or complex, depending on the boundary data,
and we discussed the conditions under which each of
these different types of solutions arose. These solutions
are simple examples of the boundary-value problem for
the Einstein field equations, about which very little is
known in the general case. It is therefore very useful to
have some simple examples, such as those found here, in
which one can actually say something about the nature of
the solutions for given boundary data. A better under-
standing of the Einstein boundary-value problem is likely
to be important for future developments in quantum
cosmology.
In Sec. V, we considered the evaluation of the propaga-
tion amplitude. We showed that the exp(2$) case is
essentially equivalent to the Kantowski-Sachs model
studied in Ref. 8, and we used those results to evaluate
the integral exactly for one particular contour. For the
cosh(2$) case, we found all the possible contours in the
complex X plane leading to solutions of the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation or Green's functions of the Wheeler-
DeWitt operator, and we evaluated the propagation am-
plitude along these contours, to leading order in the
steepest-descent approximation. We also found an alter-
native integral representation of the propagation ampli-
tude as a sum over the separation constant of the exact
solutions to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation found in Sec.
II.
In Sec. VI, we discussed the no-boundary proposal of
Hartle and Hawking. We discussed the possible
difficulties and ambiguities with this proposal in its appli-
cation to particular models. We argued that, in our class
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of models, the no-boundary proposal could be implement-
ed, at least semiclassically, by taking the initial condi-
tions to be vanishing x and y in the propagation amph-
tude. We gave an approximate evaluation of the no-
boundary amplitude. We determined the regions in
which the wave function is rapidly oscillatory, corre-
sponding to classical spacetime, and we found the classi-
cal solutions picked out by this proposal. In the case of
the exp(2$) potential, the proposal picks out one of tra-
jectories in the phase portrait which goes to the power-
law inAationary attractor. It therefore picks out a favor-
able solution, in that only some proportion of the trajec-
tories in the general solutions go to the attractor. For the
cosh(2$) potential, however, all of the trajectories in the
general solution go to the attractor, so there is obviously
not anything special about the solutions picked out by
the no-boundary amplitude. Finally, we discussed the na-
ture of the geometries corresponding to the saddle points
of the no-boundary amplitude. The saddle points that
appeared naively to be Lorentzian (because they had
imaginary Euclidean action and imaginary N) turned out
to be complex in terms of a and P, due to the nature of
the mapping from x and y to a and P. Further investiga-
tion into some of the issues touched upon in this paper,
such as the boundary-value problem and its importance
for quantum cosmology, will be the subject of future pub-
lications.
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